REASONS TO SHOOT AT THE RANGE LANGLEY
As a person who has not had the opportunity to do much shooting, I started doing a little research online regarding indoor
shooting ranges. Indoor shooting ranges give the unlicensed shooter the chance to experience gun handling in a safe and
structured environment. HOW EXCITING! You may want to go out for a night with your friends and family to shoot for
enjoyment or you may be competitive in nature and want to see if shooting is a sport for you. Whatever the reason, The
Range Langley has everything you need whether you are a beginner or experienced shooter.
These are my Reasons to Shoot at The Range Langley!
Location, Location, Location
The Range Langley is centrally located at 9938 201 St. in Langley, BC. Whether you are from Vancouver or the Fraser
Valley, you can get to The Range with ease via Hwy 1 or Golden Ears Bridge. The facility is easily located to the left of
the Golden Ears bridge on-ramp.
The Staff
A company relies on their employees to do the best they can do and excel in customer service to make sure that their
customers have the best experience possible. When looking around the internet to see what other people had to say about
The Range Langley, the one thing that was always consistent was the views of the staff. I saw many words mentioned to
describe the staff such as Excellent, Incredible, Friendly, Knowledgeable, Attentive, Accommodating, and most of all they
take safety seriously. Seeing all the good things that other guests have had to say about their experience with the staff
makes me confident that I will have the best experience possible. I am a beginner shooter and I feel confident that The
Range Langley is a place where I can feel comfortable, be educated, and have a good time all around.
Facility
The Range Langley is advertised as the largest indoor shooting range in Canada, and the only shooting range in BC where
you can shoot a .50 BMG. That’s right, a .50 BMG! Who wouldn’t want to try that!? The facility is a fresh air design that
is cold in the winter and hot in the summer. It is away from the elements and it makes for a healthy and safe environment
to shoot in.
There are two ranges at the facility where you can shoot:
The Tactical Range (exclusive to members)
• 7 lanes that are 25 meters each
• High speed computer controlled electric target
retrieval systems
• Rated for .50 BMG
• Holstering permitted
• Low light and police lighting
• Advance to target
• Competitions & tournaments

Main Range (Open to the public and members)
• 16 lanes that are 30 meters each
• High speed computer controlled electric
target retrieval systems
• Rated for .50 BMG

Hours of Operation
Compared to the hours of operation of other local ranges, The Range Langley is open 7 days a week from 10am – 10pm.
That is for both public and members. Other local indoor ranges have set times for public and for members. It is nice to
have the ease of knowing the hours of operation are the same every day. With that being said, I don’t have to check on the
internet and try to work my day around when a shooting range is open and when it isn’t. I like the simple things in life.
Amenities
The Range Langley has multiple rooms that can be used for classroom or meeting rooms. This would be a great place to
have a team building experience. Its secure, safe, educational and exciting! Your team will be talking about it for a very
long time. It may even trigger the urge to get into the shooting sport itself. Everything you need is at The Range Langley!
(Contact The Range Langley for room rental information.)

Training
If you want or need to get your gun license, The Range Langley rents out their classroom to SILVERCORE who offer
‘PALS’, ‘RPALS’, ‘CORE’ and many other courses. Also, they have next level multi-day courses exclusive to lawenforcement and military. (Contact Silvercore for course information and class availability.)
*Silvercore Advanced Training Systems, commonly referred to as “Silvercore”, was founded in 2003 in Delta, British Columbia, Canada. Our
company offers a full range of safety and risk mitigation related courses, products and services for private individuals, government agencies and
corporate clients across Canada. (taken from the Silvercore website https://silvercore.ca )

Memberships
Having a membership to a range is beneficial in many ways. The Range Langley has 4 different memberships at their
facility which includes access to both ranges (*TAC QUAL req.), 7 days a week, members can also enjoy one discounted
guest per visit and have access to special events. I have added the packages below to show the levels of memberships and
what they include:
Premium Membership - This is the best membership and it includes all the above stated perks plus 3 free gun rentals, 3
free guests per visit and no waiting in line---EVER! The cost for this membership is $999. It may seem costly, but you
have some pretty incredible access and can enjoy your time at the range with a couple of friends at no extra cost.
Standard Membership - The most common membership that The Range Langley provides. You get all the perks
mentioned above (under memberships) as well as full access to both ranges and special events. The cost for this
membership is $425.
Discount Membership
The discount membership is for seniors over 60, youth under 18 and government officials that carry a firearm in the
course of their duty. That includes police, sheriffs, border, conservation, corrections and military. The cost for this
membership is $325.
Family Add-On
The Family Add-On membership is for spouses and children under 18 of anyone who owns an above-mentioned
membership. The cost of this membership is $200.
ATT
Registration paperwork for RCMP firearms compliance. No facility access whatsoever.
What does The Range Langley provide?
When you go to The Range Langley for the first time you will fill out the required paperwork including a liability waiver,
plus you will get a safety briefing by an experienced Range Officer that is approximately 8 minutes long.
The Range Langley offers a large selection of firearms for you to choose from and rent. You can choose to rent firearms
that you personally pick out or you can choose a package that supplies guns used in your favorite movies such as John
Wick, James Bond 007, or Dirty Harry. The packages have two price levels. The first one is for the Rookie and it is the
smaller package. The second is called The Gunslinger and this package has double the ammunition than the Rookie
package.
In Summary
After looking around the internet and comparing the different indoor ranges, I have found that The Range Langley really
offers the best in all that they do. The location is easy to get to, the staff seem very well educated and easy to work with,
the facility has everything that I could possibly need, the hours of operation are consistent, and the amenities are perfect
for parties, meetings, or for training purposes. The memberships are awesome if you want to shoot more frequently and it
saves you money, especially if you bring your own firearms.
The Range Langley will be a perfect place to start shooting and continue shooting for years to come!
By Tracy

